Ted was a professional antenna tower erector, and with that
experience has a yard full of the most impressive towers and many
home brew antennas, including a 135 ft tall vertical for top
band. Looking at his fenced in antenna park at the bottom of his
garden, complete with guard dogs, gave me the impression of a
commercial radio station rather than a Ham one, and Ted must be
congratulated for his impeccable attention to detail and
tidiness.
He has also built some impressive amplifiers too, again with a
very impressive finish. In fact I could not tell them apart from
the customary Henry, that seems to be a part of every California
Dx'ers station! I guess the California Kilowatt is in reality
nearer to 3Kw at most shacks! (And that is the output power!).
Many are running 5Kw or more!
Ted used to be a friend of Amelia Erhart in days gone by, and he
was himself a pilot, and so he took us for dinner that evening to
the Amelia Erhart restaurant at the Van Nuys airport. A beautiful
steak and some excellent Californian wine ended a perfect day.
Ted was over at Friedrichshafen this year, and really enjoyed his
first visit to Europe, except for being frightened to death by
the way the DL,s drive on their autobahn,s!
He may well be back soon, and I hope he has the time to visit
CDXC. You can,t fail to recognize him, for he has a
distinguishing silver beard, and an unusual stoop, caused by
breaking his back no less than three times in accidents with
towers! Any one want to buy my 92 ft Western tower? As he says,
you just cannot be too careful when it comes to working with
them.
A late item to add before closing. I have been redesigning the
Club Certificate of Merit using a computer program. As we now
have members in Wales and Scotland, it was inappropriate to have
just an outline of England on the certificate. (I hope that Franz
Langer will not get too worried Hi!) Also, the call signs now
reflect the current membership.
As soon as I get a mouse for my computer I will be able to
complete the job, and as there have been no objections raised, we
shall be sending a Certificate to 5A0A.
Well that's it for this month. I hope you found these ramblings
of a frustrated Dx'er performed on a lap top computer in some far
away hotel room of interest.
Have a very good convention.
73 es gd dx
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CLUB NEWS

FROM THE EDITOR. The DX season is upon us again and it has certainly
started with a bang. Reports are that Hazel, G4YLO, worked 180
countries towards the DXNS Jubilee Award in the first fortnight of
September, 170 of these being worked in just ten days. John, G3HTA, was
lagging with a miserable 150 worked! Look at the calendar and you will
see that several interesting operations are in the offing for later
this autumn, including VKOHI who will be on Heard Island for several
months.
Congratulations are due to Roger, G3LOP, this year's recipient of the
RSGB's ROTAB trophy for consistent DX work over the years. Roger is the
second CDXC member to be awarded this honour in two years, for which
the Club can be justifiably proud.
It
good to hear the two metre channel becoming more active in the
Thames Valley. Although I have had an irritating intermittent fault
with the audio on my rig I have listened for hours on end over the
summer without hearing much activity. Over the Bank Holiday period I
managed (I hope!) to cure the fault, as well as putting up my 40/80
Butternut and a 6-metre beam, and last Sunday worked 5 CDXC members on
-

The Club is hoping to find some prospective new members at the HF
Convention, but remember that we all have a part to play in finding new
recruits. How about each of us aiming to recruit at least one new
member during the next 12 months? The more members we have, the more
the group will be able to make a legitimate claim to represent the
interests of HF DXers in the UK (and, let's face it, no one us is out
there fighting for us).
This newsletter should reach you round about the HF Convention (we may
even decide to save the postage costs by handing it out to those
members who attend).
The next one will be published in late November;
material to me please by 14th November. I will be in Geneva for the
latter half of October and will try to get on from 4U1ITU if at all
possible. Like John, G4PEO, and others (see below), I also hope to be
active soon on HF packet.
73 de. Don, G3XTT

an G4LJF

.FROM VICE-CHAIRMAN, ROGER BROWN, G3LUP. Hoping that you will receive
this before the Oxford Convention, as I wish to say a "Big Thank You
to everyone who has taken the trouble to send me a really excellent
display of photographs and OSLO of their stations. Thank you again. I
am sure the Convention is going to be a success, and CDXC participat-ion
is going to be better than ever before. - The barbecue at Ian's, G4LJF, was as usual very enjoyable and
successful. A Vote of thanks is due to Ian and Ursula for being
excellent hosts. After the umpires had inspected the wicket and
pronounced it "fit for play" an excellent cricket match CDXC style was
played. Improved performances from last year, including XTT having a
"field day" behind the wicket. A very enjoyable family day.
More members have purchased the Butternut Vertical via Ian, G4LJF, and
with improved fall conditions on LF it will be interesting to see how
they perform from the various OTHs.
I visited my native GW recently, with excellent conditions on "525"
enabling me to talk to G3HTA in the West and G4PEO in the East! Also
had an excellent OSO with new member and old friend Don, G3NOF. Hope to
see you at Oxford Don.
Also I would like to extend a big welcome to Frank Bliss, G3IFB. Good
to have you in CDXC Frank! Frank has already arranged skeds for CDXC
members for ZOO and ZD7 DSOs on 40 metres.
The Sunday CDXC net on 3773 at 1100 hours has been fairly successful,
with regular appearances from G4RDD, G3OLU, G4LJF, G3L0P, G3IFB, G3GI0,
G2DMR, GW4BLE and GW4BKG. We hope for even better support with the
oncoming winter conditions.
Hope to see you at Oxford and also at the XTT "do" in the evening.

P.S. I just went to visit Wojtek at his works QTH in Queens,
after a harrowing journey on the New York subway, and he has just
heard that the Polish authorities have agreed to grant passports
to his wife and children. Subject to an FBI interview that was
scheduled for that evening, his family should be able to join him
in a few months. Very good news indeed.

OH8MA

Irma

Like Amir,
I received a telephone call from Irma, who is
in
London doing an English course to help her with her profession as
an English Teacher. So we invited her down for the day, and she
duly mastered the Southern Region Train network and arrived at
Wokingham station.
Irma is a formidable blond who comes from 600 km North of
Helsinki, not far from the Artic Circle. I think she used to be
married to OH8WW, and has inherited the usual OH mega station,
and is very active in the DX scene.
She has also been on a couple of expedition to 4S7 and 5B4, and
was very curious to see what equipment I had taken to S7, as she
without doubt has an interest to go somewhere new.
Although she appeared to be the dry OH type at first, never the
less she exhibited a good sense of humor underneath, and rallied
well when Bren pulled her leg about all OH's pleading that they
really need these ultra large stations if the are going to be
able to work anything at all!

73 de Roger, G3LOP

FROM JOHN, G4PEO. My Butternut replaced an ageing 14RVT in one corner,
close to other houses, trees, etc (by order of XYL who didn't
appreciate the advantages of planting it in the middle of the lawn!) of
our 30' by 40' garden. Hence the radials are all biased to the N.W.
There are no radials down (yet) for BOm due to lack of space even when
bent, although the existing 10m, 15m, 20m and 40m have been left
intact. On this basis, comparisons so far with the old aerial and
G3LOP's Butternut are quite interesting.
Its performance on 40m at the moment seems to suggest it is better than
the 14RVT, although not as good as Roger's Butternut. On tests to ZL,
the 14RVT compared to LOP's Butternut was consistently down by two 'S'
points, both TX and RX, when running the same power. Now tests show
about one 'S' in Roger's favour, this time comparing both Butternuts.
The interesting point is that, as yet, Roger has only a few radials
down compared to mine, but they are also towards the N.W. I am on clay
soil, while he is on chalk. However, he is on a hill top and his aerial
is less screened than mine. So far these are only very limited tests,

Unfortunately, Irma had to be back in Surbiton that evening, so
we were unable to take her out to dinner as we had hoped, and to
find out more about what those blond Finns get up to in their
cold winters! A nice Lady though, who has an above interest in
Ham Radio and Dx'ing.

W6HX Ted
The final eyeball this month was in Los Angeles with the Southern
DX Club Dx'er of the year. Ted offered to take my son David and I
to Universal Studios for the day, with of course a stop at his
most impressive QTH in Granada Hills on the way.
Ted has a most impressive outsize shack with an outsize antenna
farm to match. The walls of the shack are covered with the cards
from the 365 countries that he has worked, together with rows
upon row of contest award certificates. Many of these countries I
of course have never heard of, for Ted is a surprisingly young
74, and has been a Ham for 54 years! Well at least I got to see
what a ZA card looks like!!

and perhaps should not be taken too seriously, but do provide food for

SP4LVG Woiciech
I used to meet Wojciech,(pronounced Voytek), frequently
on the
air. He was a very active member of the SP Dx Club, and we often
worked together on the low bands. For three years I did not hear
him at all until last month.

I was working a mini pile up of W's, when I heard a small voice
during a pause say "Hello Ian". On inquiring who the breaker
was,I got the reply KD2WY. My computer showed no previous record
of any contact, but he seemed to know me, and when he said his
name the penny dropped.
He was working barefoot off an indoor dipole, as antennas were
forbidden at his one room apartment in Queens, but as I had a
trip to N.Y. the following week, we agreed to meet up.
Wojciech realised that the future for him in Poland was severely
limited, so he did a rapid exit to New York as martial law
started. By a stroke of luck, he found a Polish clothing
manufacturer who took him on for his trade as a computer
engineer, and he now looks after their computers and also runs a
computer retail business on the side.
He now has a Green Card, but sadly had to leave his very
attractive wife and two young children behind in Poland. Under
the regime, they are not allowed to leave, but ironically he is
allowed into Poland as a tourist, and gets back to see them about
once a year. A very sad situation, however, financially, his
family are much better off than if he had stayed.
He explained to me that 80% of the Polish workforce work for the
Government, and are extremely poorly paid. The well paid, such as
those who work in the mines or the ship yards earn 50
U.S. Dollars month, so you can understand why most Polish Hams
have to make do on cheap home brew equipment, and why they are
sometimes reluctant to send IRC's. It was a sobering reminder of
just how fortunate we are to be on the West side of the Curtain.
As it is, Wojciech sends 100 U.S.Dollars a month to his wife and
family, on which she is able to enjoy a very much higher standard
of living than she would other wise be able to do, and hopefully
they may all be able to be re-united at some time in the future,
but that seems to be a remote possibility at the moment.
As for Dx'ing, Wojciech of course is unable to be competitive
with his indoor dipole at the moment, although he does manage
skeds with SP friends when conditions are good, and he also
operates HF packet. Look out for him on the bands. He is a
thoroughly nice person, and I look forwards to meeting him many
more times in New York.

thought. No tests haye been conducted on 80m yet, although I have had
59 reports from the States at 0500GMT and we are not into the season
yet. - Rceeived signal strengths from ZL on 80m in the morning seem to be
almost -on a par-with GBPO and his gang, but I won't do any serious
comparisons- until can get some radials down. For inter-G working .
(CDXC net) though it is, not surprisingly, hopeless! D)--wise a good
sign! Trouble is, I have now got to string up something else for the
net, not easy . in an overcrowded, (aerial-wise) neighbour noticeable,
small garden! '
A point worth mentioning regarding VSWR. The Butternut is very close to
another aerial. Initial setting up of VSWR was no problem, and
transmitting on 40m also OK. However, on my first contact using 400W to
a W in New York, back came the reply that I was 39. Virtually
unintelligible due to RF feedback. Reducing power to 100W gave a 58
report! Both the Butternut and the other aerial were being fed via a
co-ax switch. RF was coming back down the other aerial, via the switch,
and although not physically connected to the TX except via the screen,
was feeding back into the TX Completely disconnecting the other aerial
solved the problem. At this point the VSWR on the Butternut changed for-

the worse, and so had to be reset. No problems since, as long as the
other aerial is disconnected when on 80m. No problems had been noticed
on 40m.
Moral of the story, in confined spaces (small gardens) - disconnect all
other aerials when setting up and using a Butternut!
On a completely different tack, to my knowledge there are at the
moment three CDXC members active on packet radio - myself, G3VKW and
G4LJF - all using PK232s. Perhaps other members (if any) using this
mode could make themselves known with a view to depositing DX and other
info, etc, in the various mailboxes that have sprung up, for subsequent
retrieval. The other possibility is to relay across the country DX

information as it happens via the various packet repeaters, and then
give that info out on .525 locally. The only problem is, I cannot
monitor 144.525 and 144.650 at the same time! As there seem to be very
few people around these days that put out DX info on .525, perhaps
monitoring the packet channel could in the future prove more fruitful!
73 de John, G4PEO

MEMBERS NEWS. Welcome to Frank, G3IFB (Tel: Churchdown 713792). Frank
has 325 countries worked all-time, but still needs the following: A5,
FO(Clipperton), FR/G, HKO(Malpelo), KH1, KH4, KH5(both), KH7, S2, STO,
VK9M, VP8(S.Georgia, S.Sandwich), ZK3, 1AO, IS, 386, 3Y(both) and
7J(Minami Torishirna).
Welcome also to Alan, G4NXG, a frequent contributor of information to
the DXNS Hambank service.

Steve, S4JVG, is now

back in the UK. His phone number is Reading

722538.
Drew, GM3YOR, is off to Oman in early October.

Eye

DX NEWS. The current operation from Mt.Athos took everybody by
surprise, but should prove popular Judging by the number of CDXC
members who still need it The operators have been pretty poor so far,
but I am listening to them On 15 as I write this, and they have also
- been worked in the UK on 80 and - 20..

DX CALENDAR

(Thanks DXNS).
till Sept.29
till Sept.29
OHO by OHs
RCA by Ws
till Oct.
ZLSHV, Kermadec
till Oct.3
FOODRD by FAUVT
till Oct.16?
NRO4 by RL7IJ
till Oct.20?
Wollaston 1 (G3CWI)
till Oct.26
HBO/HB9NL
till Oct.31
6Y25 prefixes
till Nov.4
381 prefixes
Sept? UI8V, Ob1.181
Sep-Dec.
Special CT calls
till Sep.30
Mt.Athos by SVs
JA4GXS/JD1 (0g.)
WR6PKN in BY, VS6
till Sep.30
till Oct.17
Sep/Oct.
UAOX, Ob1.129
till Oct.12
CT3EU by G3PFS
Oct.
UA8T, Ob1.174
Oct.
5N27 prefixes
SJ9WL by LA9VDA
Oct. 1--6
P4 by JPs
Oct.2-4
Oct.3-4
VK/ZL SSB Contest
Oct. 3-4
Columbus Contest
Oct.3-4
Middle World Test
Oct.3-4
HX prefixes (F)
Oct. 3-4
Cal. OSO Party
Oct.5-26
Andamans by VUs.
DXPO 87, Atlanta
Oct.6-20
VR9Y by ZL1AMO?
Oct.9-11
Oct.10-11
VK/ZL CW Contest
Oct. 10
Straight Key Day
PA OSO party
Oct.11
RSGB 21/28 SSD
Oct.10-12
Oct.14-16
YL Anniv. Pty. CW
Oct.12-18
3D2RY by OH1RY
Oct.17-18
TVGJAM for JOTA
Oct.17-18
JOTR
Oct.17-18
RI OSO Party
Oct.18
RSGB 21MHz CW
C21 by OH1RY
Oct.19-25
CT3 by Ws
Oct.18-21
Oct.21-28
FK by JA group
Oct.19-27
3V8RFA by WB7RFA
Oct.22-29
KH4 by KH2s
T3ORY by OH1RY
Oct.21-28?
COWW SSB Contest (8P, P40A, FY, ZB, PJOJ, EA8, C3, V4,
Oct.24-25
VP2M, AP, etc.)
SWL HF Challenge
Oct.26-Nov.9
CT3EU by G3PFS
Oct.24-25
YL Ann. Pty. SSD
Oct.28-Nov.6
ZK2 by OH1RY
Oct.28-30
Nov. 6-9
ZK1 by OH1RY
Nov.9-14
FO by OH1RY
RSGB 1.8MHz Contest
Nov. 14--15
EU-DX RTTY Contest
Nov. 14-15
Nov.25-Dec.7
VK9YH and YV
Nov. 23-Dec. 6
J6 by SW Ohio Gang
COWW CW with VP5, J6, 8P, VP2M, V3, HKO, etc.
Nov.28-29
IOTA updates due
SWL HF Challenge CW Nov.30
Nov. 28-29
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Balls

During the last month or so, I have been fortunate to have
several 'Eyeball E/SO's with some well known Hams in the DX field.
I thought you might like to read a few short notes on these
meetings.
4X4TT AMIR
Out of the blue, I received a telephone from Amir in Israel
saying that he would be coming to England on the start of his
world wide DX'pedition, and inquiring if he could stay a day or
two with us.
Amirs arrival was marred a little by the fact that on the day of
his departure from Tel Aviv, the whole of Israel was on strike,
and instead of arriving during the afternoon, he eventually
arrived just before midnight.
I was very surprised at how little luggage Amir had. Just one
very small suitcase and a camera bag for one year away from home!
His main clothing was a '4X4TT World Tour 1987' tee shirt and a
pair of Jeans!
Amir proved to be a very likable 24 year old, whose enthusiasm
for Ham Radio was soon demonstrated by his take over of my
shack!!
(Not that he actually transmitted of course...but he does have a
TS 930 at home, and I did go to bed some three to four hours
earlier than he did...). I just hope the DTI do not understand
Hebrew!
We took him for a trip down the Thames, gave him a barbecue and
gave him the chance to meet Bren, and let him loose in London for
the day, where he met Irma OH8MA, who was also over here.
Amir was on one of those 'so good' bargain airline tickets, which
look great as far as price goes. The next leg of his journey was
to Bangkok, but to get there he had to get a 7 a.m. flight out of
Gatwick to Frankfurt, and then hang around all day there to catch
a night flight out of there via various enroute stops to his
destination.
This meant leaving Wokingham at at 4.45 a.m., with a horrifically
long day ahead, but true to form, Amir was in the shack till 3 in
the morning!
There is no doubt that Amir is a top notch operator, and I am
sure that he will fill a lot of places for many people during the
next year, that I am sure he is going to really enjoy. He was
really impressed by the greenness of England, so I guess he will
be over the moon with the delights of the Far East and the
Pacific. Good luck Amir.

4

New Member G3IFB Frank Bliss

We welcome to CDXC Frank Bliss, G3IFB, who very kindly not only
donated above his years subscription, but very kindly sent me a
'run down on his considerable DX career. Frank has already made a
useful contribution to the Club by arranging skeds with ZD8BP and
ZD7** on 40M.
As you can see from his article that I have typed out below,
Frank does need some countries that are currently active, so if
you hear any of them on, please give him a brief telephone call
any time after 7 a.m. and get him on frequency. His LL is: 0452713792. This is after all what CDXC is about - mutually helping
each other to work it all. Frank lives in Cheltenham. Here is
his story:
'I obtained my ticket in February 1952, having passed the RAE in
1950, but National Service delayed the morse practice! I started
off with a simple VFO/PA on 160 meters, plus a BC 348 receiver,
all of which was Government surplus. Then came a KW 2000, KW
2000B, and now I have a TS530S plus SB200 and a TH3 at 45 ft.
I have been an award hunter over the years, and hold DXCC, EDXC,
CDXC, WAP, WAZL etc. My all time worked score is 325, with 320
confirmed of which 294 are on the current list.
I was the first SSB mode Dx'pedition to the Channel Islands in
1958, operating GC3AAE. Other calls held have been GC3IFB/A in
1964, VK2GP in 1960 and 9H1CC in 1970. Member of FOC since 1958.

WOKINGHAM Radio
Ham Ian Shepherd has
won this year's Bermuda
Radio Ham Competition.
Ian, from Butts Farm, will
travel to Bermuda for a week
in October at the Bermudan
Government's expense, to
receive ME trophy at the
annual banquet of The Radio
Society Of Bermuda.
"The contest which takes
place In March lasts for 48
hours with • compulsory 12
;hour resting period," said
Ian, who works for British
Airways.
In that time the competi !
tors had to contact as many
hams as possible in North
America and Bermuda.
Each contact counted as
five points and the final score
week
was multiplied hl the num - group .of
t ot of
her of contacts with stations should
m"
lie
which, Bermuda is the p
in Bermuda.
I an ., fi nal score was a tie
rauis
st place
anul ary
haveh
vi istd
i k.
o
We
staggering 3,200,000! ret"it's a long hard grind, but dio equipment down to
this contest has the most Bird
,.._ bland in the Se belles
worthwhile prize out of the where he made .mor. than
many contests that take place 5,000 contacts wit h 150 coun-

This is my 'Wants List': A5, FO Clipperton, FR Glorioso, HKO
Malpelo, KH1, KH4, KH5, KH5K, KH7, S2, STO, VK9 Mellish, VP8
South Georgia, VP8 South Sandwich, ZM7, 1AO, IS Spratly, 3B6, 3Y
Peter 1st, 3Y Bouvet, 7J Minami Torishima.
I shall be attending the HF Convention with Tony G3SNN,and look
forwards very much to meeting you all, and will be on the Sunday
morning net, 3773 11 a.m.
By the way I am QSL manager for VS6U0, ZD8RP and ZD8MAC (Direct
cards only). If any body needs skeds to be arranged, particularly
on the LF bands, I'd be glad to sort something out.
Best wishes to you all. 73

Frank G3IFB

w,31,1 1..-

tries around the world.
each year," said Ian.
"Thanks to the co-operation of the Wokingham Town
Council and my great neighbours, I have been able to set
up a really competitive '
station.
."In return, tt town has
been mentioned at least
15,000 times on the air all
over the world to 301 comp
'tries," he added.
ward whose radio callsign
G4LJF, is really looking forward to his trip.
He told Stroller: "The hams;
in Bermuda are a first class

CDXC Countries Wanted Checklist (26 Most Wanted)
Call

I am active on 144 MHz using a TS700G plus 100 watt linear and a
5 element yagi horizontally polarized, with no problem getting
into Wales, but as you say the Cotswolds are a barrier to the
East, although I can easily work into the Swindon area.

RADIO Ham — Ian
Shepherd.
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appalling early in the morning, it brightened up by midday, and
we were even able to get the cricket bat out! G3LQP showed his
real colours when he caught a cracking shot from LJF (my only
one) full tilt at mid on, much to my disgust!

Hello everyone again. Not a great deal to report this month, as
there has not been a Committee meeting, although we shall
undoubtedly be having one soon with the HF Convention nearly upon
us, and a letter from ZLIAMO to consider.
Ron has written to ask the Club for a donation towards his
expedition to Auckland/Campbell expedition next February. He will
be taking ZL1BQD and ZL1BN with him. (I hope that Roly will not
be handling any QSL's!).
Ron says that he needs $8000 to make the trip, but I am afraid as
a Club, with very low subscriptions, we are not going to be able
to give very much at all. However, I am sure that Jack would be
very pleased to receive any additional contributions, so if you
would like to help Ron out, then send Jack your cheque.
Ron says in his letter that this will probably be the last
expedition that he will organize. I am not sure why this should
be, as he looked very young and fit when I last met him at
Visalia this year. It will be a sad loss to Dx'ing if he gives up
his very good work.
If Don has not mentioned it already, may I congratulate CDXC
members G4JVG and GM3YOR for their herculean effort on Market
Reef. Thanks you for a job very well done, and of course a big
thanks too to all the operators that gave so many new ones. I
hope it was a lot of fun, and perhaps we could see a few words
about it all in the News Letter before long.
Not much response to the several questions asked in the last News
Letter, so I guess that every one is reasonably happy. All but
three members have renewed their subs so far, and we have two new
members, Frank G3IFB and Alan G4NXG.
Frank has sent a few words on his notable DX career, which I have
produced below, and Alan has worked 208 countries mobile, and
hopes to be able to drop us a few words on that subject when he
has a bit more time. A warm welcome to both ... I hope that Don
XTT or John PEO will be able to arrange for a special price for
calls to Alan via Cell Net to pass him DX info whilst mobile Hi!
The club 80M net on 3773 11 a.m. local Sunday mornings seems to
be flourishing, although it would be nice to see more members
check in if at all possible. I must apologize for my infrequent
appearances, but flying duties seldom give me Sunday at home,
although I was here on the 13th, but was very much tied up with
setting up the barbecue.
We had a pretty good turnout, and although the weather was

To win
We finished the day with a showing of a video entitled
the world", which is all about N2AA, the late Buzz Reeves one
million Dollar contest station. Features in the video were the
voices of G3GIQ and G4LJF/3B8! -The film is an excellent
presentation of what contesting is about, and revolves around the
1981 CQWW. Although the station has 10 195ft towers, they only
came 2nd to W2PV. The operating room looks more like mission
control Houston that a Ham shack!
John, G4PEO has very kindly given me a PMR 100 watt amp, which
with a few small mods should give me a much better signal down
into the west country.(I often hear the high power stations down
there, but my 15 watts has made it a bit of a one way affair.
Standby for an improvement!
My thanks to those who have responded to my appeal for QSL's,
photos etc. for the Club display at the HF Convention. Roger
tells me that he has had a very good response. I am only sorry
that I will not be there to see it, for sadly I have to be in
Karachi at that time. I am doing my best to get out of it, but
there doesn't seem to be too many volunteers to fly the trip.
Still I might be able to get some of those QSL cards that are
owed me from two prominent Dx'ers that I hope to look up. Have
you noticed too how bad AP's are at replying to direct QSL's?
On that subject, I am hoping to shortly write a computer program
that will go through my database of 25,000 QSO's, and will
calculate the percentage returns from each country, and then
print out a list in order of the worst offenders. It should prove
an interesting project!
OK so I think it's time now to let you read Franks item, followed
by a run down on a few DX celebrities that I have met over the
last couple of months.

